ENTERPRISE HYBRID CLOUD
Bringing harmony to Hybrid. Get your IT in sync with our fully integrated Hybrid Cloud Solutions.
DEDICATED CLOUD
INFRASTRUCTURE

HYBRID CLOUD FLEXIBILITY

CLOUD REPORTING

GLOBAL Unitas Global hosts our clients’

SIGNIFICANT COST SAVINGS for
predictable workloads in private
infrastructure, with the ability to use
on-demand resources for short-term or
burst requirements.

1 | REAL-TIME VISIBILITY

PRIVATE All network, hardware and
software are dedicated to a single client,
providing the security and dependability
needed for mission critical applications.

SINGLE USER INTERFACE when spinning
up and sharing workloads between
AWS, Azure, Google CP, private, and
on-prem cloud environments.1 Utilize
private cloud where it makes sense and
public where it makes sense—all from
one place.

2 | SHOWBACK / CHARGEBACK

infrastructure in a location that is best for
their business. We are committed to
deploying in any data center facility our
clients need us in - globally.

AGNOSTIC: Using OpenStack as a common
framework, we are able to deliver fully
agnostic solutions that integrate with
legacy technology. Independent from any
hardware or software company, we truly
support a multi-vendor approach.
SECURITY We architect solutions to ﬁt client

security requirements. Our reference
architectures have evolved to incorporate
secure data messaging, encryption, and
physically separated tenants. Our
highlighted security features include:
Encryption
Tenant separation
SOC2, ISO 27001, HIPAA
Compliancy

SECURE, HIGH-PERFORMANCE
CONNECTIONS– provide virtualized,

private direct connections that bypass
the Internet to provide better security
and performance with a range of
bandwidth options.
ON-DEMAND, AUTOMATED CONNECTIVITY

to clouds–our portal and APIs simplify
the process of provisioning and
managing connections to multiple cloud
services and networks.

of assigned resources and accrued
costs, as well as the ability to scale
up or down according to budget and
resource requirements.
Clearly communicate cloud costs
to business units, projects, and
executive management.
3 | FULL MONITORING & MANAGEMENT

Single pane of glass visibility provides
full insight to comprehensively manage
the health and performance of the
hybrid cloud environment.
4 | CAPACITY PLANNING

Intelligent insight into cloud usage
patterns provides high utilization and
more accurate resource planning.
5 | SPRAWL ON LOCKDOWN

Identify orphaned entities and
underutilized assets to reduce sprawl.

1

Public cloud features may vary

